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Agenda

 Welcome & Introductions
 Learning Objectives
 Grounding + Engagement Agreements
 Common Language and Core Concepts
 Root Causes 

 Intersecting Issues
 Engaging Non-traditional Partners

 Tools and Opportunities
 Eliminating Harmful Practices
 Emerging Best Practices
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alissa (30 seconds) – read verbatim



Meet The Facilitators

Alissa Parrish
Alissa.Parrish@icf.com
she/her/hers | Asian

Mary Frances Kenion
MaryFrances.Kenion@icf.com

she/her/hers | Black
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Presentation Notes
Alissa 1st, MFK second – 30 seconds

mailto:Alissa.Parrish@icf.com
mailto:MaryFrances.Kenion@icf.com


Poll Question #1
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://app.sli.do/event/cyy9xght



Learning Objectives

Attendees will:
 Understand commonly used racial equity language and core concepts
 Understand the root causes of disparities in homelessness and the 

intersecting issues that compound those disparities 
 Including the importance of engaging non-traditional partners 

 Explore tools and opportunities for assessing racial equity in homeless 
systems of care
 Including existing access to HMIS, Stella P, and other data to identify racial and ethnic 

disparities

 Explore eliminating practices that create racial and ethnic disparities in the 
homeless system of care and learn emerging best practices to address racial 
and ethnic disparities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alissa – (30 seconds)



Grounding

 Structural and systemic racism results in a disproportionate 
number of non-white people experiencing homelessness

 There are no quick fixes to the issues that will be explored
 This work is necessary, uncomfortable, and ongoing – but 

worth it
 This is not just a check-in-the-box exercise for the NOFO –

this is the beginning or continuation of your journey in 
service to people experiencing homelessness in California
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Presentation Notes
Alissa (30 seconds)



Engagement Expectations

 During this engagement, we expect each attendee to:
 Be present and listen actively
 Maintain mutual respect for differing viewpoints
 Not seek a one size fits all approach
 Challenge the way we have historically responded to homelessness
 See yourself as part of the solution
 Think about prioritizing attendance in future sessions
 Participate in the chat and polls
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Presentation Notes
Alissa – 30 seconds



Language and Core Concepts
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Historically Minoritized and Excluded
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Refers to individuals or groups that have 
historically had less economic, social, and political 

power or representation on the basis of race, 
religion, ethnic origin, gender, or disability due to 

their systematic and intentional exclusion as a 
result of social constructs that continue to persist 

in modern-day society.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MFK (1 minute) - Building equity and inclusion requires acknowledging the power of language. Janel Cubbage, Psychotherapist and Bloomberg Fellow at the John Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, shared this statement publicly in late 2020 – “We are not minorities, we have been minoritized. We are not underrepresented; we have been historically excluded. Language matters.” There isn’t consistent agreement on a definition with most well-defined definitions limited to academia and the higher-ed space specific to “racially minoritized.” Here is what we interpret the definition to be as it relates to equity. Race impacts a person’s chance of experiencing homelessness in America. Compared to the general population: Black Americans are 3x as likely, Native Americans 4x as likely and Pacific Islanders are 9x as likely to experience homelessness. We know that other groups are marginalized – based gender, sexual orientation, ability, education, geography, age, etc. – we lead with race because when you look at those groups, there are also inequities based on race – race is ONLY the beginning, not the end.



Race

 Race is modern idea
 Race has no genetic basis
 Human subspecies don’t exist
 Skin color is really only skin deep
 Most variation is within, not 

between races
 Slavery predates race

 Race and freedom (capitalism) 
were born together

 Race justified/s social inequalities 
as natural

 Race is not biological, and racism 
is still real

 Colorblindness will not end
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Adapted from PBS, Race: Power of an Illusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MFK (1 minute)-These are 10 things everyone should know about race -Ancient societies did not divide people according to physical differences but according to religion, status, class, or language -Not one characteristic, trait, or gene distinguishes all members of one so-called race from all members of another so-called race -Modern humans haven’t been around long enough to evolve into separate subspecies or races -The genes for skin color have nothing to do with genes for hair form, eye shape, blood type, musical talent, athletic ability, or forms of intelligence -Of the small amount of total human variation, 85% exists within any local population; that means that two random Koreans may be as genetically difference as a Korean and an Italian -Throughout much of human history, societies have enslaved others, but not because of physical characteristics; North America has the first slave system where all slaves shared a common appearance and ancestry-The U.S.’s early economy was based largely on slavery; the new idea of race helped explain why some people could be denied the rights and freedoms that others took for granted -White superiority justified anti-democratic action and policies like slavery, the extermination of American Indians, the exclusion of Asian immigrants, the taking of Mexican lands, and the institutionalization of racial practices within American government, laws, and society -Race is a powerful social idea that gives people different access to opportunities and resources -Pretending race doesn’t exist is not the same as creating equity 

https://www.racepowerofanillusion.org/


Ethnicity and Pan-Ethnic Umbrellas
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Source: Sample Equality, Diversity and Cohesion Policy | Equalities Award & Toni Morrison Quote: In this country American means white. 
Everybody else has to hyphenate. (minimalistquotes.com)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alissa (1 minute)-I was recently introduced to an article about the current pandemic we’re all living through and how the State of Hawaii has disaggregated specific races even further to look at disparities -In that article, it pointed out that what are called subpopulations are often rolled up into terms like Asian American, Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander, and American Indian/Alaska Native as an approach to increase sample size and statistical power when analyzing data from smaller population groups-However, it can limit the understanding of disparities among diverse populations -And if we have limited understanding of these populations, we have limited ability to effectively create strategies that work for these diverse populations -The 5 race categories and 1 ethnicity category used for the purposes of the U.S. Census and HMIS data collection is limited in utility when we want to understand disparities in our systems -And while we’re bound to those, we can add locally-relevant data points to further disaggregate race categories so that we can further understand that data to create effective strategies -13 Native Regional Corporations-Added data point in HMIS -Collected on all people served -Used to work with Native Regional Corporations to understand the scope of members entering the homeless response system and collaboration with the CoCs to best support members of those corporations 

https://www.equalitiesaward.co.uk/ideas-hub/sample-equality-diversity-and-cohesion-policy
https://minimalistquotes.com/toni-morrison-quote-55958/


Perspective
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alissa (6 minutes and 30 seconds). Some people in this room may have seen this before. 
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EQUITY

SYSTEMIC 
EQUITY

INCLUSION

A STRUCTURAL & 
SYSTEMIC 
CONCEPT

The state, 
quality, or ideal 
of being just, 
impartial, and 

fair

A COMPLEX 
COMBINATION OF 

INTERRELATED ELEMENTS 
CONSCIOUSLY DESIGNED

To create, support, and 
sustain social justice 
while reinforcing and 
replicating equitable 

ideas, power, resources, 
strategies, conditions, 
habits, and outcomes

AUTHENTIC AND 
EMPOWERED

Participation in 
which a true 

sense of 
belonging and 
acceptance is 

created

ANTI-RACISM

SYSTEMIC FAIR 
TREATMENT

Of all races that 
results in 
equitable 

opportunities 
and outcomes 
for everyone

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alissa – 2 minutes
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RACISM 

ANOTHER COMPLEX SYSTEM 

Of racial hierarchies and 
inequities which include 

internalized and 
interpersonal racism at 

the micro level and 
institutional racism at the 

macro level; often 
understood as a 
conscious belief

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MFK (2 minutes)-Individual racism includes a person’s beliefs and actions that perpetuate oppression-These can be both conscious and unconscious, explicit and implicit, externalized and internalized -When those beliefs and actions directly impact how someone interacts with another, then it becomes interpersonal racism -Interpersonal racism is still at the micro level, because it is between humans, not between or among institutions or systems -Institutional racism occurs within institutions and systems of power -This refers to the unfair policies and discriminatory practices of particular institutions like schools, workplaces, hospitals, etc. that routinely produce racially inequitable outcomes for people of color and advantages for white people -Individuals within institutions take on the power of the institution when they reinforce racial inequities -Those individual institutional policies then accumulate and span across institutions to create structural racism -Structural racism is racial bias among institutions and across society-This involves the cumulative and compounding effects of so many societal factors including history, culture, ideology, and interactions of institutions and policies that systematically privilege white people and disadvantage people of color -They all build off each other, self-perpetuating unless you intentionally interrupt it to make change 
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RACIAL 
DISPARITY 

SYSTEMIC 
RACIALIZATION

WHITE 
SUPREMACY

IMBALANCES AND 
INCONGRUITIES

Between the 
treatment of 
racial groups 

A DYNAMIC SYSTEM THAT 
PRODUCES

And replicates racial 
ideologies, identities, 
and inequities – also 

the well-
institutionalized pattern 
of discrimination that 

cuts across major 
political, economic, and 

social organizations

A CONSCIOUS OR 
UNCONSCIOUS IDEOLOGY

That says white skin, and 
things associated with 
whiteness, are the gold 
standard and everything 
else is an aberration or 

deviation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MFK (2 minutes)-Disparity is unequal treatment or outcomes for different groups in the same circumstances or at the same decision point-Disproportionality is the ratio between the percentage of persons in a particular racial or ethnic group at a particular decision point or experiencing an event compared to the percentage of the same racial or ethnic group in the overall population -Systemic racialization is similar to structural racism that was defined earlier – it’s dynamic, ever-evolving, and deeply embedded in American culture -White supremacy is the air we breathe -It’s not just the obvious, overt, violent acts of white people against people of color, it also includes micro-aggressions and the everyday America in which we live -It is so much a part of our society that we don’t even recognize it as such -White dominant culture norms such as competition, power hoarding, individualism, fear of conflict, and defensiveness show up in the workplace, in the school system, in the child welfare system, in local, state, and federal government policies-It shows up in who your boss is, who your children’s teachers and principals and school administrators are, in who makes decisions about child protective services cases, and in which communities funding is allocated to improve social determinants of health such as access to transportation, healthy food, health care, and more -We will talk about intersectionality between and among the homeless response system and some of these other systems shortly 
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Root Causes of Disparities in 
Homelessness



Poll Question #2
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://app.sli.do/event/cyy9xght



So Why Are We Here?
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 To focus on systems and institutions, not individual behavior
 Risk for homelessness is significantly tied to gender, race, and ethnicity

 To dig into disparities found across other sectors and how they
impact the pathways into homelessness
 Segregation and discrimination in employment, housing, and other

sectors can drive disparities

 To spend more time interrogating the “why” behind disparities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we know that from a numerical standpoint, white people are the largest racial group within homelessness, race and ethnicity significantly impact the rate of homelessness for certain populations. We aren’t focused on individual behavior in this session – we’re focused on systems and institutions and how racism has been embedded in those historically and presently We will look at the disparities that exist in the various systems (lots of numbers and percents), touch briefly on why the disparities exist, and look at how those disparities impact the homeless services system at a disproportionate rate We will only have time to really touch on the “why”, given our short time together todayParticipants spend time coming up with the “why” and thinking through the “whys”What have you seen in your communities?



Rates by Race/Ethnicity (National)
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Source: State of Homelessness: 2021 Edition - National Alliance to End Homelessness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to NAEH’s most recent State of Homelessness report, “Native Hawaiians and other Pacific Islanders have the highest rate of homelessness (109 out of every 10,000 people).1 Groups such as Native Americans (45 out of every 10,000) and Black or African Americans (52 out of every 10,000) also experience elevated rates. Importantly, these rates are much higher than the nation’s overall rate of homelessness (18 out of every 10,000).”

https://endhomelessness.org/homelessness-in-america/homelessness-statistics/state-of-homelessness-2021/


Rates by Race/Ethnicity (California)
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Source: State of Homelessness: 2021 Edition - National Alliance to End Homelessness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alissa (1 minute) When we look at BCSH’s Interactive statewide and CoC level data, “Homelessness in California reflects stark racial inequities and the impacts of systemic racism. These inequities have resulted in disproportionate negative impacts for Black, Indigenous, and people of color (BIPOC) in California. The number of people experiencing homelessness does not mirror the racial makeup of our state. Despite representing 5.6% of California’s total population, Black or African Americans represent 31% of those accessing homelessness services.” While it is important to focus on who is overrepresented – equal attention should be focused on who may be underrepresented. Data collection through pan-ethnic identifiers is homogenizing and can lead to further marginalization. 

https://endhomelessness.org/homelessness-in-america/homelessness-statistics/state-of-homelessness-2021/


Child Welfare

 Disparities occur at all decision 
points within the child welfare 
system
 Racial bias can present itself in many 

different forms – internalized, 
interpersonal, institutional, structural 

 Exposure bias

 Lack of support when aging out of 
foster care 

 Runaway and youth homelessness 
 Family reunification
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alissa (2 minutes)Children of color are overrepresented in the child welfare system (see slide above) A study found that while black families on average tended to be assessed with lower risk scores than white families, they were still 15% more likely to have substantiated cases of maltreatment, 20% more likely to have their cases opened for services, and 77% more likely to have their children removed instead of being provided with family-based safety services There is also an intersection here with poverty Parents here today – think about the last time you were with your child in a situation where you felt you were being observed in your interactions with your children – it could be when you took them to a medical appointment, dropped them off at school or daycare, or any other setting. While those situations may be limited or momentary, families in poverty experience this much more often and with much more scrutiny tied to those observations.Exposure bias refers to the increased exposure that families affected by poverty experience with social services systems, including many avenues of state financial or housing assistance Applying for these services requires a certain amount of scrutiny be put on a family, which can lead to becoming involved with the child welfare system for behaviors or actions that a family not interacting with these social services would not lead to child welfare system involvement Disparities happen at every single point along the child welfare system process and different forms of bias present along this process:Internalized: private beliefs and biases about race and racism, influenced by cultureInterpersonal: private racial beliefs affect interactions with others Institutional: unfair policies and discriminatory practices of institutions that routinely produce unequal outcomes for people of colorStructural: cumulative effects of history, interactions, and policies that systematically privilege white people and disadvantage people of color Once in the child welfare system, there is a higher rate of those children and youth later being involved with the criminal justice system and struggling with finding employment, in addition to higher rates of experiences with the homeless response system 



Education

 Reflect on the first time you had a
non-white teacher in school

 School to prison pipeline
 Zip codes, redlining, segregation,

quality of education available
 Teacher bias
 Less competitive for job

opportunities
 Less access to living wage

employment
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(MFK – 2 minutes) Read first bullet and offer 20-30 seconds of reflection time. Today, roughly 80% of public-school teachers are white, even though a majority of public-school students are children of color. So why is that? Beginning in the 19th century, Native American children were forced into residential schools, run by religious organizations, to focus on assimilating them into “American” culture, language, values and behaviors through deculturalization.  Where have all the Black and Brown teachers gone? Well, there are a few reasons. While the decision in Brown v. Board of Education declared that racial segregation in public schools was unconstitutional, it also paved the way for an unintended consequence – the effects of which are still felt today. It caused the dismissal, demotion, and forced resignation of black educators who staffed black-only schools. After the decision, tens of thousands of black teachers and principals lost their jobs as white superintendents began to integrate schools but balked at putting black educators in positions of power of white teachers and staff. Many factors contribute to the school achievement gap, including home and neighborhood environments and school factors unrelated to teachers’ performance There are also notable differences in the way black students are treated by teachers and school administrators Black students are more likely to be suspended or expelled, less likely to be placed in gifted programs, and subject to lower expectations from teachers Disparities can arise from cultural misunderstandings or “implicit biases” that affect thoughts and behaviors While black students are 54% less likely to be recommended for gifted programs, after adjusting for factors such as standardized test scores, they were 3 times more likely to be referred if their teacher was black A study showed that when black and white teachers evaluated the same black student, white teachers were 12% less likely to predict that student will finish high school and 30% less likely to predict that student will graduate from college Another study showed that when white teachers give feedback on a poorly written essay, they are more critical if they think the author was a white student than a black oneStudents who are suspended are more likely to drop out of school and have run-ins with the juvenile justice system2013-2014 data reveal that black children represent 19% of preschool enrollment, but 47% of out of school preschool suspensions Research has shown three specific factors make a child more likely to be kicked out of preschool: being black, being male, and looking older Teachers need more support, from their administrators and among their peers 



Carceral Arms of the “Justice” 
System

 56% of those who are incarcerated are black or 
Latino while making up only 30% of the U.S. 
population

 “Race-neutral” policies and laws; racial bias; 
resource allocation decisions; policies that 
exacerbate socioeconomic inequities

 Justice involvement creates a barrier to 
accessing housing, among other things and 
disparately impacts Black and Brown people

 The prison industrial complex currently costs an 
estimated $182 billion annually (conservative 
estimate)

22

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MFK Slide (3 minutes). Disadvantage accumulating at each step of the justice system process contributes to Black and LatinX people comprising 56% of the incarcerated population, yet only 30% of the U.S. population. The roots of this disparity include conditions of socioeconomic inequality contributing to higher rates of some violent and property crimes among people of color. Many “race-neutral” policies have a disparate racial impact – policies such as “broken windows” and stop, question, and frisk have disproportionately impacted young men of color. Prosecutorial policies and sentencing laws that dictate harsher punishments for crimes for which Black and Brown people are disproportionately arrested also feed into the disparities found within the justice system. Criminal justice practitioners’ use of discretion is often influenced by racial bias. Key segments of the justice system are underfunded, putting Black and Brown people who are also disproportionately low-income, at an even greater disadvantage. Criminal justice policies exacerbate socioeconomic inequalities by imposing collateral consequences on those with criminal records and by diverting public spending.We learned about the history of mass incarceration in our first learning collaborative session but what we didn’t cover was the fact that the United States incarcerates more people per capita than anywhere in the world. Looking back to the ratification of the 13th amendment, 8 months after the end of the Civil War, in 1865, the “convict” leasing system would be established allowing states to “rent out” Black prisoners to private companies, which forced them to work on plantations, railways, and mines without pay – many of those subject to convict leasing were charged with petty crimes and vagrancy. What has emerged since then is the prison industrial complex – a term used to describe the overlapping interests of government and industry that use surveillance, policing, and imprisonment as solutions to economic, social and political problems – costing us $182 billion annually. So how does this create an intersecting issue with homelessness? According to the National Law Center on Homelessness and Poverty, a growing body of research comparing the cost of homelessness, including the cost of justice involvement shows that housing is the most affordable option. We know that criminalization neither prevents, nor ends homelessness – yet even recently, communities have passed legislation criminalizing homelessness. After people experiencing homelessness are arrested, they return to the community – still experiencing homelessness. Criminal convictions create barriers to obtaining employment, some benefits, and housing. This is also not a good use of taxpayer resources or LEO time. So, what can you do as a TA provider? Share with communities an alternative path for the justice system to be both part of and strengthen the safety net for people experiencing unsheltered homelessness: 1) decriminalize homelessness and coordinate outreach/engagement efforts instead, 2) broker meaningful partnerships between the justice system, homelessness providers/leadership, and behavioral health partners while engaging in cross-training (police, jail, diversion, re-entry, drug court, etc.), 3) form a crisis intervention team and go a step further to ensure LEO has CIT training, 4) establish a co-responder model between LEO and behavioral health partners, or 5) help communities, including the justice sector, understand that permanent housing is the solution and housing-focused outreach should be a shared goal for working with people experiencing unsheltered homelessness. 



Housing
 “Steering”; zip codes that accept housing

vouchers; predatory lending; housing
appreciation; redlining; zoning; racial
restrictive covenants; targeted
advertising

 Lack of opportunities, lack of access, lack
of stability = homelessness

 Studies show that predatory lending
aimed at people of color fueled the mass
foreclosure crisis in 2008 which widened
the racial wealth gap

 Black, Native American, and Hispanic
households are more likely than white
households to be extremely low-income
renters (<30% AMI)

 Black households are 1 ½ times more
likely to be exposed to environmental
hazards like poor air quality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MFK slide (3 minutes)We know that housing is a core solution but not everyone has equitable access to housing opportunities in the first place. There is a well-documented history of mortgage market discrimination means that blacks are significantly less likely to be homeowners than whites. Homes concentrated in majority-Black neighborhoods are devaluated by almost 23% less compared to those with very few or no Black neighborhoods which cannot fully be explained by home and neighborhood quality. Lower wages, along with historical discrimination that prevented them from owning homes and building wealth, means that people of color are more likely to rent and are also more likely to struggle affording that rent. When people struggle to afford rent, they face greater risks of instability, eviction, and homelessness which links to an array of negative life outcomes such as food insecurity, poor health, lower academic achievement, and lower economic mobility (it all builds upon itself). Gentrification is complex but it is important to understand historic conditions – especially policies and practices that have made communities more susceptible to gentrification. The way that disinvestment and investment patterns are taking place today is a result of these historic conditions. Looking back to redlining that designated neighborhoods as desirable, desirable or hazardous – many of these same neighborhoods are now gentrifying. How is that possible? Housing and transportation policies in the mid-20th century helped fuel predominantly white suburbs and the phenomenon of “white flight” – throughout the New Deal, the Federal Housing Administration subsidized home builders that were mass-producing subdivisions for white people only; these homes were explicitly prohibited from being sold to minorities based on race or ethnicity which included Black, Brown, Jewish and Greek people. Urban renewal really left behind certain city neighborhoods, low-income households, specifically communities of color that became the epicenter of highway system expansion and urban renewal programs resulting in the mass clearance of homes, businesses, and neighborhood institutions. More recently, the foreclosure crisis sparked by disproportionate levels of subprime lending targeted towards Black and Latinx communities, resulted in mass foreclosures. Now we’re seeing an influx of people flooding back to historically disinvested neighborhoods to take advantage of relative affordability, older, historic housing stock, close proximity to city centers and revitalization. For many communities this cycle has caused displacement. The physical isolation of people of color enabled policymakers to devalue and disinvest in these communities, denying equal access to quality housing, adequate school funding, good job opportunities, healthcare access, and nutritious food options. “Segregation in housing is the way you can accomplish segregation in every aspect of life.” Pulitzer Prize winner Nikole Hannah-Jones. Substandard housing quality is more likely to be experienced by people of color, which exacerbates racial health disparities. Modern Day Policies & Practices In Minneapolis, black families earning more than $167,000 per year are less likely to be given a home loan than white families earning $42,000Evidence shows that real estate agents today sometimes “steer” prospective home buyers into certain neighborhoods based on their race Hispanic renters learn about fewer available units than equally qualified whites and are shown fewer units, and the same is true for Asian renters Studies show that predatory lending aimed at people of color fueled the mass foreclosure crisis in 2008 which widened the racial wealth gap According to May 2020 public polling, over ½ of all Americans expressed concern that they will lose their housing during the pandemic without additional assistance 61% of households making less than $40,00072% of blacks 76% of Latinx 43% of whites Housing & segregationRedlining Zoning FHARacially restrictive covenantsBanks & loansHousing appraisal and valuationAdvertisements & availability 



Economic Wealth

All Asian American/Pacific Islanders 12.1%

Bhutanese 33.3%

Burmese 35.0%

Hmong 28.3%

Malaysians 27.7%

Cambodians 19.1%

Native Hawaiians & Pacific Islanders 20.0%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Poverty and lack of access to economic wealth and income, are predictors of homelessness. The average living wage in America today is $16.54, which is more than twice the federal minimum wage. If folx don’t have access to economic wealth, which is often handed down from generation to generation, they must rely on income. An important part of the story of rising income inequality is that experiences within America’s racial and ethnic communities vary strikingly from one group to the other As of July 2018, income inequality in the U.S. was greatest among AsiansFrom 1970-2016, the gap in the standard of living between Asians near the top and the bottom of the income ladder nearly doubled Asians displaced blacks as the most economically divided racial or ethnic group in the U.S.Asians overall rank as the highest earning racial and ethnic group in the U.S.; however, the gains in income for lower-income Asians trailed well behind the gains for their counterparts in other groups People at the lower rungs of the income ladder may experience diminished economic opportunity and mobility and have less political influence Research has linked growing inequality to greater geographic segregation by income The income gap between Americans at the top and the bottom widened 27% from 1970-2016In 2016, Asians at the 90th percentile of their income distribution had 10.7 times the income of Asians at the 10th percentile Immigration partly drives the income inequality experienced by Asians Education levels and incomes vary widely Income inequality in the U.S. is higher than among other advanced economies and has increased more rapidly in recent decades Because of the panethnic umbrella we often use to categorize Asians by using that race alone to identify all those of Asian descent, these disparities are masked and we don’t have targeted strategies available to effectively address 



Economic Wealth
 Median white family has 41 times 

more wealth than the median black 
family and 22 times more wealth than 
the median Latino family

 Black and Latino families are more 
than twice as likely to have zero or 
even “negative” wealth than white 
families

 Community context; family wealth; 
family income; family savings

 Chattel slavery; Freedman’s Savings 
Bank; Tulsa’s Greenwood District; Jim 
Crow Era’s “Black Codes”; GI Bill; Fair 
Labor Standards Act; redlining 

 Lack of wealth = emergency that 
impacts household cash flow = 
homelessness 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the shutdown sent unemployment levels skyrocketing in 2020, black and Latinx workers were much more likely to be among the jobless than white folxThis was true even though people of color make up a disproportionate share of essential workers Only 19.7% of black and 16.2% of Latinx people work in jobs where they are able to telework, compared to 29.9% of white and 37.0% of Asian workers Research shows that almost 70% of middle class black children are likely to fall out of the middle class as adults 65% of the black population in the U.S. is concentrated in just 16 states that have unfavorable economic and social conditions (IL, MI, NY, NJ, DE, MD, VA, NC, SC, GA, TN, AR, LA, MS, AL, FL)On average, these states score below national average in every leading states index category that includes 77 metrics of state performance (i.e., economic opportunity, employment, healthcare access, healthcare quality, public health, access to broadband)Some factors that contribute to the disparities in economic wealth and income:Community Context: each community is composed of the collection of public and private assets; these assets overlap with the economic, social, cultural, and political networks and institutions that tend to reinforce existing socioeconomic patterns (SDOH)Family Wealth: wealth reflects the net value of a family’s pool of financial and nonfinancial assets (wealth takes time to build and is often passed on from generation to generation)Family Income: represents how families come to earn the cash flows they receive from either entrepreneurship or their participation in the labor market (and income is often dependent upon employment which is often dependent upon education which is often dependent upon where you live and we see how these root causes not only intersect with the homeless response system but also between and among each other)Family Savings: represents how families interact with the rules that govern savings and wealth creation as well as the tools and benefits that families can access to manage household expenses, smooth consumption, and add to family wealth and community context Economic mobility People getting good jobsBlack and brown folks steered more towards low-wage work, temp jobs Generational wealth Distinction with assets Homeownership Affordability for rental properties Rent burdened Living wage vs. minimum wage 



Racial Wealth Gap
Myths

Greater educational attainment or more work effort on the part of blacks will close the racial wealth gap
The racial homeownership gap is the “driver” of the racial wealth gap
Buying and banking black will close the racial wealth gap
Black people saving more will close the racial wealth gap
Greater financial literacy will close the racial wealth gap
Entrepreneurship will close the racial wealth gap
Emulating successful minorities will close the racial wealth gap
Improved “soft skills” and “personal responsibility” will close the racial wealth gap
The growing number of black celebrities prove the racial wealth gap is closing
Black family disorganization is a cause of the racial wealth gap

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In April 2018, the Samuel DuBois Cook Center on Social Equity published a white paper titled “What we get wrong about closing the racial wealth gap. The white paper talks through ten common myths held about how the racial wealth gap will close. The report indicates that closing the racial wealth gap requires an accurate assessment of the causes of disparity and imaginative action to produce systemic reform and lasting change. At every level of educational attainment, the median wealth among black families is substantially lower than white familiesOn average, a black household with a college-educated head has less wealth than a white family whose head did not even obtain a high school diplomaBlack folx with positive wealth do tend to have a greater share of their asset portfolio in homeownership than whites; nonetheless, white folx have considerably more resources than black folx, greater home equity, and also higher values in every other type of asset Among households that own a home, white households have nearly $140,000 more in net worth than black households The existing infrastructure of black-owned banks lacks the capacity to produce wide and substantial increases in black wealth The key to assisting black businesses in their development and growth lies in leveling the terrain of racial wealth differences and increasing black entrée to start-up and developmental capital in the first place If anything, it appears that black folx generally live more frugal lives than white folxA study shows that, at comparable levels of income, white folx spend 1.3 times more than black folxWhite folx generally have more resources to invest at the outset, not only do they invest more in homeownership, they invest more in financial assets tooBut they have more of every asset simply because they have more resourcesThere is no magical way to transform no wealth into great wealth simply by learning more about how to manage one’s monetary resourcesNot only does successful large-scale entrepreneurship have a disruptive effect on existing businesses, it can accentuate the wealth divide between rich and poorEven those members of marginalized communities who manage to enter into entrepreneurship are unsuccessful, due to many factors including under-capitalization, limited market access, or outright theft or destruction The argument that intergroup disparities in wealth are borne out of group based cultural deficiencies is misleading and misdirected We should focus on the long exposure of low wealth racial groups to theft of wealth and blockades on wealth accumulation Earnings and other types of income are derivative from opportunities created by the wealth position of one’s parents and grandparents Larger structural conditions, well-documented wage and unemployment gaps, demonstrate that even when black people “do the right thing”, it does not close the racial wealth gap Despite recently released data showing that the median black family has a net worth of about $17,600, while the median white family has a net worth closer to $170,000, black life has come to be seen through the lens of radically exceptional cases The veil of black celebrity must be pulled back enabling all Americans to understand there is no racial meritocracy in wealth The rise in single motherhood is possibly driven by different mechanisms for black mothers and white mothersSingle motherhood is a reflection of inequality, not a cause White women still have considerably more wealth than black women Data show that economic benefits typically associated with marriage will not close the racial wealth gapMarriage does little to equalize wealth among white and black women with a college degree 



Health & Environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social determinants of health are powerful influences on our lives. They are the conditions in the environments where we are born, live, learn, work, play, worship, and age and they impact a wide range of health, functioning, and quality of life outcomes and risks. Disparities exist in SDOH and because they are such a driving force in our lives, those disparities have far-reaching impacts. Just a few examples of the disparities:Black folx have mortality rates that are more than twice as high as other races, and Indigenous people have significantly higher mortality rates as well People of color are more likely to suffer severe illness if they are infected with COVID-19Black households have far less access to tax-advantaged forms of savings, due in part to a long history of employment discrimination and other discriminatory practices According to the CDC, black mothers and children die at disproportionately higher rates than their white counterparts, regardless of their income levelsResearchers suggest that racism – which has produced segregated neighborhoods with fewer hospitals, higher rates of chronic illnesses, and unequal access to health care – is the main culprit One specific type of SDOHs are Adverse Childhood Experiences or ACEs. Research shows ACEs have a tremendous impact on future violence, victimization, perpetration, and lifelong health and opportunity – something to keep in mind as we’re working with communities in addressing inequities in their CE prioritization processes ACEs include physical, emotional, and sexual abuse; physical and emotional neglect; mental illness, incarcerated relative, a child’s mother treated violently, substance abuse, and divorce Research has shown that ACEs disproportionately impact people of color and because of the time of life when ACEs occur, they can have lifelong impacts and negatively impact the trajectory of one’s life Health disparities – access to quality healthcare, mistrust in the healthcare system Chronic medical health conditions COVID-19 – living together with multiple generations of family members Black folks being uninsured Essential workers – black folks make up more of the essential worker population than white folks 



Tools and Opportunities to Assess Disparities 
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Data as a Starting Point

What data is available?

What data is needed?

Who can help analyze the data?

How can the data inform the community?

How do we balance qualitative and quantitative 
data?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data is a great way to start understanding the disparities that exist within your system Targeted Universalism is a framework within which you can analyze your data to ensure racial equity is prioritized. Using a targeted universalism approach is simple, outcome-oriented, rejects a blanket universal strategy and builds from a shared goal or universal aspiration. This approach looks to meet the specific needs of each member of the community, identifying the specific barriers to attaining the universal goal for each group within those. HMIS is a great set of data specific to your homeless services system but there are other data sets that may supplement the data in HMIS Eviction and other housing-related dataSchool data Hospital/EMT dataCriminal justice data Also look at who is involved in analyzing the data – are those persons that the data represents involved in analyzing/understanding the data?- Qualitative and quantitative information – both matter and are important

https://belonging.berkeley.edu/targeteduniversalism


Targeted Universalism

Establish a 
universal goal

Assess 
performance 
relative to the 
goal

Identify different 
performance 
between goal 
and overall 
population

Assess and 
understand 
structures

Develop and 
implement 
targeted 
strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alissa



Homeless Data Integration System (HDIS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alissa-Remiss if we didn’t mention HDIS during a California-specific training that includes data specifically around homelessness -CoCs have access to their own data in HDIS to dig further into racial disparities -BCSH hosts monthly HDIS academy sessions around how to use HDIS in a variety of ways-https://www.bcsh.ca.gov/hcfc/hdis.html



Using HMIS Data to Address Inequities

Don’t let perfection get in the way of progress

Quantitative and qualitative both matter

Who is served and performance of the system

Inclusive decision-making and data leadership

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Data in HMIS isn’t perfect, never will be -Use what you have -Let it help you get better -Quantitative, the what or how is your system performing (by the numbers) must be balanced with the qualitative, or the why (understanding why your system is performing the way it is)-Disparities may exist in both who is served or accessing our homeless response system as well as how they are served -We aren’t looking at the performance of people but the performance of our system in serving people -Look at who is at the table when decisions are made and when data is interrogated -Who isn’t included? -Who needs to be included?-Does the table need to be completely rebuilt? -Don’t just invite folx who have no power – meaningfully engage them in the process-This will create a broader perspective and understanding of the data



Stella P
Race and ethnicity data available in Stella P:
 Stella P Race and Ethnicity Analysis Guide
 Looks at the system by households, not individuals 
 Includes specific project types (Emergency Shelter, Safe 

Haven, Transitional Housing, Rapid Re-Housing, 
Permanent Supportive Housing, and Other Permanent 
Housing)

 Looks at Performance
 Length of time experiencing homelessness 
 Exits to permanent destinations
 Returns to homelessness 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Stella P is based on the Longitudinal Systems Analysis that comes out of HMIS -Unlike SPMs, Stella P looks at the data by households, not individuals -Includes specific project types -Does not include prevention, coordinated entry as a project, or street outreach -Not just who is accessing the system but how we are doing at serving them-Breaks down pathways and data by race and ethnicity -Will help begin to understand your system and determine what else you need to know 

https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/6067/stella-p-race-and-ethnicity-analysis-guide/


Coordinated Entry Data & Prioritization

 Who’s on your prioritization 
list?

 Who’s being referred?

 Who’s being housed?

 Who’s falling out?

 Who’s returning or assessed 
multiple times?

 How long is each phase of 
Coordinated Entry taking? 

 Who’s not accessing Coordinated 
Entry? 

 Is the prioritization process truly 
assessing for vulnerability? 

 How is Coordinated Entry 
functioning relative to local 
priorities/goals? 

Interrogate your Coordinated Entry System (and disaggregate by 
race, ethnicity, gender, age, household type, disabling condition, 
etc.):

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alissa – 3 minutes-We could do an entire session (multiple sessions) on Coordinated Entry and equity-Biggest point is to interrogate your system not just by who is accessing CE, but also who is not -Are there barriers or lack of supports for specific groups in accessing CE?-Also look at how your CE system is serving people -Disaggregate by race, ethnicity, gender, age, household type, disabling condition, as well as the intersectionality between and among various identities (black, female-headed, households with children), etc. 



Other Data - Intersectionality

Child Welfare Education Criminal 
Corrections System Housing

Economic Wealth
Health & 

Environment 
(SDOH)

Adverse Childhood 
Experiences (ACEs)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Any of these data sets you’re already reviewing? -Other data sets you’re looking at? -What other data would be helpful to you? 



Framework for Moving Forward
Disrupt old 

decision-making 
structures

Focus on 
community goals

Embrace an 
iterative process

Housing 
problem-solvingData

Execute change

Continuously 
revisit and revise

Strategy designed 
to pursue equity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Who holds power and how can this be more equitable, diverse, and inclusive? Include voices of lived experience of homelessness -Keep the work centered on community goals and ensure that definitions for what the goals are are shared -Set short-term goals, not just long-term plans, which allow for pivoting and updating as needed -Housing problem solving is not a separate project type within an organization or within HMIS, it’s a philosophy that can be embedded in your entire homeless response system, similar to Housing First; this is really flexible conversations with people to identify safer alternatives and creative pathways out of their crisis -Data means both the quantitative and qualitative - it also means looking at the performance of the system, not just who is accessing the system-Qualitative includes talking with people – understand how the process is working from their viewpoint -Change is hard and can be difficult to implement; simplify the process wherever you can; incorporate community buy-in-The changes you adopt tomorrow won’t be the end; establish ongoing monitoring process that allow you to pivot and revise processes as information changes or initial outcomes aren’t what you anticipated -
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Eliminating Harmful Practices & 
Emerging Best Practices



Poll Question #3
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://app.sli.do/event/cyy9xght 



Harmful Practices to Eliminate Today 

 Not using qualitative data to pair 
with quantitative data
 Surveys, focus groups, public 

meetings are different avenues to hear 
from people most impacted by our 
systems – those with lived expertise of 
homelessness

 Continuing to work in silos
 Make connections to organizations 

outside of traditional/legacy 
homelessness providers to forge new 
relationships and solve common 
problems

 Not having representation of 
people with lived expertise of 
homelessness in your CoC
 People with lived expertise can offer 

relevant solutions that work best for 
the people in the community

 Not fully compensating people 
with lived expertise of 
homelessness
 Fair and just compensation includes 

fringe benefits – money, meals, 
transportation, access to technology, 
etc.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
-We can’t just rely on numbers -Numbers will tell us the what, but not the why -Talk with people -Utilize various tools to get that information – texting, social media, focus groups, public meetings, town halls, the good old phone, etc. -We are not serving homelessness, we are serving people; whole, entire people -Over the past several months, communities have partnered with public health, public housing authorities, hospitals, and other systems to best serve folx -This was a necessity borne out of the pandemic but it is a necessity even outside of a pandemic -We serve people better when we work with other systems and non-traditional partners to understand the people we see holistically -People with lived expertise provide a perspective that is unique and invaluable to the community -Incorporate them intentionally, meaningfully, and ensure they have power and the tools necessary to not only sit at the table but to create the table -Just as we would not expect a surgeon to provide their expertise for free, we should not expect people with lived expertise to provide their expertise for free 



Community Spotlights

 Santa Clara County/City of San 
Jose CoC: increased its 
homelessness prevention capacity 
and targeted extremely low-
income households of color living 
in the highest COVID-impacted zip 
codes 

 Oakland-Berkley-Alameda 
County CoC: conducted a 
Racial Equity Impact Analysis 
to transform its homeless 
response system design

40

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MFK – 2 minutes – When you think about ways to create racial equity in your systems, there really isn’t a one-size fits all approach. Take a look at some California communities that have found their own way. Santa Clara County and the City of San Jose invested $36 million in homelessness prevention funding, increasing its capacity and targeting extremely low-income households of color living in the highest COVID-impacted zip codes. Then in Oakland-Berkley-Alameda County – they were able to use a racial equity impact analysis and system modeling to transform its system design. There are many other examples out there, but finding the suit that fits your community is critical. There’s one non-California CoC that removed a private prison industry food services contractor who provided meals to its emergency shelters instead contracting with a non-profit that trains/hires returning citizens in food services and uses locally sourced produceHosting listening sessions on housing issues in the communities most impacted – not at government buildings

https://everyonehome.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/EveryOneHome_10.20_Summary_FINAL.pdf
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Who or what is defining who is deemed an expert? -This training is not meant to be a token for communities, it's meant to be the beginning or middle of an ongoing, long-term process  -Incorporating persons with lived experience into your planning and decision-making processes is not performative or done for the purposes of checking a box  -Do this intentionally, hear to listen when they speak, incorporate their feedback into your processes and shifts -Ensure that you pay folx for their expertise, including lived expertise -Ask them what they need and want to be fully engaged participants 
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Understand your own 
individual knowledge 

(assess & practice)

Assess team policies 
and work processes that 

perpetuate inequities 
and disparities (assess & 
delegate responsibility)

Know the context of the 
projects/communities 
within which you work 
(environmental scan & 

asset mapping)

Prioritize teams with 
diverse skills/experience 

in working with 
minoritized groups (staff 

for equity & growth)

Understand who is at 
the table (identify, 

engage authentically, 
listen, & be accessible)

Employ culturally 
appropriate methods 

(operationalize & 
develop work plan)

Facilitate mixing up the 
table (advisory groups & 

targeted outreach)

Strengthen cultural and 
community relevance 

(realistic timelines, 
qualitative methods, & 
participatory analysis)

Build community 
capacity (plain 

language, capacity & 
readiness assessments, 

tailored support)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Action steps are important – what concrete things can we do to incorporate equity and show up in communities as well as within our own teams?This list is not at all comprehensive but gives some ideas of things that we can do, including understanding oneself, understanding and diversifying your team, and adopting cultural humility when working with communities. We can’t overlook or jump over the uncomfortable and even scary parts of this work. Some of it is personal work. And in order to be effective and minimize harm, we have to do it. Another really specific step you can take is to review documents like Board Member roster, CoC governance charter, committee structure, HMIS governance, etc. Look at any information you have about historical redlining and segregationReview your most recent racial disparities analysis or gaps analysis What documents do you have on things you’ve already doneInformation about local tribesInformation about native corporations Ask about the organizations you work with and which of those work with minoritized populations 



Thank you for listening
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Question & Answer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Track Chat for Qs/As.
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